
Analogy Examples
for Grade 5

1. Library is to books as museum is to: artifacts. Just like a library houses a

collection of books, a museum houses a collection of historical artifacts.

2. Oven is to baking as engine is to: driving. An oven is essential for baking,

just as an engine is essential for driving a car.

3. Roots are to a tree as foundation is to: building. Roots provide support

for a tree, similar to how a foundation supports a building.

4. Stars are to night sky as fish are to: ocean. Stars fill the night sky, just as

fish fill the oceans.

5. Gloves are to hands as boots are to: feet. Gloves cover hands for protection,

just as boots cover feet.

6. Pencil is to writing as brush is to: painting. A pencil is a tool for writing,

and a brush is a tool for painting.

7. Leaf is to tree as petal is to: flower. A leaf is a part of a tree, just as a petal is

a part of a flower.

8. Battery is to flashlight as fuel is to: car. A battery powers a flashlight, and

fuel powers a car.

9. Bee is to hive as ant is to: colony. A bee lives in a hive, and an ant lives in a

colony.

10.Waves are to ocean as sand dunes are to: desert.Waves are a

characteristic feature of the ocean, just as sand dunes are of the desert.

11. Chapters are to a book as episodes are to: television series. Chapters

make up a book, just as episodes make up a television series.

12.Doctor is to stethoscope as carpenter is to: hammer. A doctor uses a

stethoscope as a tool, just as a carpenter uses a hammer.



13. Teacher is to classroom as conductor is to: orchestra. A teacher leads

a classroom, just as a conductor leads an orchestra.

14.Key is to lock as code is to: safe. A key opens a lock, just as a code opens a

safe.

15. Fish is to school as wolf is to: pack. Fish swim in schools, just as wolves run

in packs.

16.Nectar is to butterfly as pollen is to: bee. A butterfly collects nectar, just as

a bee collects pollen.

17. Sailor is to ship as pilot is to: airplane. A sailor navigates a ship, just as a

pilot flies an airplane.

18.Kitten is to cat as puppy is to: dog. A kitten is a young cat, just as a puppy is

a young dog.

19. Curtain is to stage as door is to: room. A curtain conceals a stage, just as a

door closes off a room.

20.Pen is to poet as instrument is to:musician. A pen is a tool for a poet to

create poetry, just as an instrument is a tool for a musician to create music.

21. Leaf is to photosynthesis as lung is to: respiration. A leaf performs

photosynthesis, just as a lung performs respiration.

22.Compass is to direction as clock is to: time. A compass gives direction, just

as a clock gives the time.

23.Wheel is to bicycle as blade is to: fan. A wheel is a crucial part of a bicycle,

just as a blade is to a fan.

24.Calf is to cow as foal is to: horse. A calf is the young of a cow, just as a foal is

the young of a horse.

25.Feathers are to bird as fur is to: bear. Feathers cover a bird, just as fur

covers a bear.

26.Flashlight is to dark as umbrella is to: rain. A flashlight is used in the

dark, just as an umbrella is used in the rain.

27.Dictionary is to words as atlas is to:maps. A dictionary contains words,

just as an atlas contains maps.



28.Eyes are to seeing as ears are to: hearing. Eyes are used for seeing, just

as ears are used for hearing.

29.Chef is to restaurant as captain is to: ship. A chef is in charge of a

restaurant, just as a captain is in charge of a ship.

30.Novel is to chapters as album is to: songs. A novel is composed of chapters,

just as an album is composed of songs.

31. Brush is to painting as calculator is to:mathematics. A brush is a tool for

painting, just as a calculator aids in mathematics.

32.Sun is to day as moon is to: night. The sun illuminates the day, while the

moon glows in the night sky.

33.Anchor is to ship as roots are to: tree. An anchor secures a ship, just as

roots anchor a tree to the ground.

34.Baker is to bread as sculptor is to: statue. A baker crafts bread, just as a

sculptor shapes a statue.

35.Map is to explorer as recipe is to: chef. An explorer uses a map to navigate,

just as a chef uses a recipe to cook.

36.Mirror is to reflection as water is to: ripple. A mirror shows a reflection,

just as water displays a ripple.

37.Clock is to wall as watch is to:wrist. A clock is mounted on a wall, just as a

watch is worn on the wrist.

38.Leaf is to tree as petal is to: flower. A leaf is part of a tree, just as a petal is

part of a flower.

39.Oar is to rowboat as pedal is to: bicycle. An oar propels a rowboat, just as a

pedal propels a bicycle.

40.Hive is to bees as den is to: bears. Bees live in a hive, just as bears reside in a

den.

41.Magnet is to metal as light is to:moth. A magnet attracts metal, just as light

attracts a moth.

42.Fire is to warmth as ice is to: cold. Fire provides warmth, just as ice

provides coldness.



43.Crayon is to coloring as keyboard is to: typing. A crayon is used for

coloring, just as a keyboard is used for typing.

44.Nest is to bird as burrow is to: rabbit. A bird builds a nest, just as a rabbit

digs a burrow.

45.Pilot is to airplane as driver is to: car. A pilot operates an airplane, just as a

driver operates a car.

46.Butterfly is to cocoon as frog is to: tadpole. A butterfly emerges from a

cocoon, just as a frog develops from a tadpole.

47.Saddle is to horse as seat is to: bicycle. A saddle is placed on a horse for

riding, just as a seat is placed on a bicycle.

48.Museum is to artifacts as library is to: books. A museum displays artifacts,

just as a library houses books.

49.Lighthouse is to ships as traffic light is to: vehicles. A lighthouse guides

ships, just as a traffic light directs vehicles.

50.Bee is to pollination as spider is to:web-building. A bee is known for

pollination, just as a spider is known for building webs.

51. Teeth are to chewing as hands are to: grasping. Teeth aid in chewing

food, just as hands help in grasping objects.

52.Rain is to umbrella as cold is to: coat. An umbrella is used to protect from

rain, just as a coat is used to protect from the cold.

53.Author is to book as painter is to: canvas. An author creates with words in

a book, just as a painter creates with paint on a canvas.

54.Caterpillar is to butterfly as tadpole is to: frog. A caterpillar transforms

into a butterfly, just as a tadpole grows into a frog.

55.Seed is to plant as infant is to: adult. A seed grows into a plant, just as an

infant grows into an adult.

56.Whale is to ocean as eagle is to: sky. A whale dominates the ocean realm,

just as an eagle soars through the sky.

57.Knight is to armor as firefighter is to: fire suit. A knight wears armor for

protection, just as a firefighter wears a fire suit.



58.Tire is to car as shoe is to: foot. A tire is essential for a car's movement,

just as a shoe is for a foot's protection.

59.Flashlight is to light as microphone is to: sound. A flashlight emits light,

just as a microphone amplifies sound.

60.Fountain is to water as volcano is to: lava. A fountain spurts water, just as

a volcano erupts with lava.

61. Belt is to pants as bracelet is to:wrist. A belt holds up pants, just as a

bracelet adorns a wrist.

62.Mail is to mailbox as money is to:wallet.Mail is kept in a mailbox, just as

money is stored in a wallet.

63.Chef is to kitchen as teacher is to: classroom. A chef works in a kitchen,

just as a teacher works in a classroom.

64.Fruit is to tree as vegetable is to: garden. Fruit is produced by a tree, just

as vegetables are grown in a garden.

65.Stairs are to floor as ladder is to: roof. Stairs help you reach a different

floor, just as a ladder helps you reach the roof.

66.Heart is to love as brain is to: thought. The heart is often associated with

love, just as the brain is associated with thought.

67.Broom is to sweeping as hose is to:watering. A broom is used for

sweeping, just as a hose is used for watering plants.

68.Spoon is to stirring as knife is to: cutting. A spoon is used to stir, just as a

knife is used to cut.

69.Actor is to theater as musician is to: concert hall. An actor performs in a

theater, just as a musician performs in a concert hall.

70.Night is to owl as day is to: hawk. Owls are active at night, just as hawks are

active during the day.

71. Puzzle is to piece as necklace is to: bead. A puzzle is made up of pieces, just

as a necklace is made up of beads.

72.Soccer is to goal as basketball is to: basket. In soccer, you score a goal; in

basketball, you score a basket.



73.Pen is to ink as printer is to: toner. A pen uses ink to write, just as a

printer uses toner to print.

74.Moon is to lunar as sun is to: solar.Moon-related is lunar, as sun-related is

solar.

75.Cup is to coffee as bowl is to: soup. A cup holds coffee, just as a bowl holds

soup.

76.Leaf is to chlorophyll as human is to: hemoglobin. A leaf contains

chlorophyll for photosynthesis, just as a human has hemoglobin for carrying

oxygen.

77.Bat is to cave as bird is to: nest. A bat resides in a cave, just as a bird lives in

a nest.

78.Skate is to ice as surfboard is to:wave. A skate glides on ice, just as a

surfboard rides on a wave.

79.Library is to silence as concert is to:music. A library is a place of silence,

just as a concert is a place of music.

80.Artist is to studio as scientist is to: laboratory. An artist works in a studio,

just as a scientist works in a laboratory.

81.Book is to shelf as car is to: garage. A book is stored on a shelf, just as a car

is parked in a garage.

82.Candle is to flame as lamp is to: bulb. A candle gives light through a flame,

just as a lamp gives light through a bulb.

83.Bicycle is to cyclist as horse is to: rider. A bicycle is ridden by a cyclist, just

as a horse is ridden by a rider.

84.Guitar is to strings as drum is to: skin. A guitar makes music with strings,

just as a drum makes music with its skin.

85.Judge is to courtroom as umpire is to: baseball field. A judge presides

over a courtroom, just as an umpire oversees a baseball field.

86.Mountain is to peak as building is to: roof. A mountain's highest point is

the peak, just as a building's highest point is the roof.



87.Elevator is to building as escalator is to:mall. An elevator moves

people between floors in a building, just as an escalator moves people between

floors in a mall.

88.Kite is to wind as boat is to:water. A kite flies with the help of wind, just as

a boat sails with the help of water.

89.Brush is to hair as rake is to: leaves. A brush is used to tidy hair, just as a

rake is used to gather leaves.

90.Zoo is to animals as aquarium is to: fish. A zoo houses various animals,

just as an aquarium houses fish.

91. Compass is to navigator as ruler is to: draftsman. A compass guides a

navigator, just as a ruler assists a draftsman in drawing straight lines.

92.Novel is to fiction as textbook is to: education. A novel is a source of

fictional stories, just as a textbook is a source of educational content.

93.Chef is to recipes as mechanic is to: tools. A chef uses recipes to cook, just

as a mechanic uses tools to fix vehicles.

94.Desert is to cactus as forest is to: tree. A desert is home to cacti, just as a

forest is home to trees.

95.Ballet is to dancer as symphony is to:musician. Ballet is a performance

for a dancer, just as a symphony is a performance for a musician.

96.Wristwatch is to time as thermometer is to: temperature. A wristwatch

measures time, just as a thermometer measures temperature.

97.Password is to login as key is to: lock. A password grants access to a login,

just as a key opens a lock.

98.Oasis is to desert as island is to: ocean. An oasis is a refuge in a desert, just

as an island is a landmass in an ocean.

99.Poem is to stanza as song is to: verse. A poem is composed of stanzas, just

as a song is composed of verses.

100. Astronaut is to spaceship as sailor is to: sailing ship. An astronaut

operates a spaceship, just as a sailor operates a sailing ship.
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